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Thank you, members of this committee, for the opportunity for me to 

testify remotely, because if I was required to come in person, I wouldn't 

physically be able to. I have multiple chronic illness and pain conditions 

and spend 80 to 90% of my day horizontal, and need to control my 

computer by voice (I'm voice typing this testimony right now, so if there 

are any words that don't make any sense at all, it means the voice 

software didn't transcribe it correctly and I didn't catch the error). 

 

I recently listened to a LinkedIn course regarding digital accessibility 

and the line that struck me the most was "if you have to ask whether 

your website is accessible, it's not." What the speaker meant by that was 

the only way to know if something is accessible is to ask those who have 

disabilities and see if it is. If you're not sure, you haven't made it 

accessible. 

 

In particular, I applaud that this bill includes web accessibility. As 

someone who controls his computer by voice, I experience lack of web 

accessibility daily. In fact, as I went to submit this written testimony you 

are reading right now, the webpage where I did so was inaccessible: I 

expect that drop-down items or radio buttons on the website should be 

clickable by voice, so if I say "click self" to indicate I want to click the 

button that shows I am representing myself, it should click that button. 

It did not. I had to navigate my mouse by voice, a much more 

cumbersome process. If I say "click sign up", it should click the button 

labeled Sign Up, but it did not. 

 

Oh, the irony that the very website I'm using to testify on a bill 

regarding web accessibility is itself a website that is not accessible. Those 

of you on this committee probably had no idea that was the case (this is 

not intended to lay blame on you or anyone, I'm used to it, most 

websites are this way). If you didn't have my particular disability, you'd 

have no idea this is my daily struggle. That's why this bill is needed. 

 

As I mentioned earlier, if you have to ask if your technology is 

accessible, it's not. This bill would help level the playing field for people 

like me who need accessibility accommodations, so I urge you to vote in 

favor of it. Thank you. 
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